
Rousset Harvesters

Renaud Rousset of AMB Rousset in France contacted us to say that they have
new small machines. See the R06 in the picture above. Larger Rousset models
have proven themselves in New Zealand. Their web site is www.amb-
rousset.com/en/
Full details of the R06, including a video, are on this page.
Andrew Horsbrugh is the New Zealand agent. His mobile is 027 436 1914
 

Tractors In Walnut Orchards



Uses of a Tractor in a Walnut Orchard - Dave Malcolm

The tractor is the number one item of machinery on any farm or orchard and
these trusty workhorses are an invaluable part of any farming enterprise.  They
are designed to undertake a multitude of uses, even in walnut orchards. 
Tractors come in many shapes and sizes, are either two or four wheel drive and
run on either petrol or diesel. For a walnut orchard a two wheel drive tractor is
fine as traction is not so important on our typically flat orchards. (although
smaller 4wd tractors do outperform for their size, so if you want a small tractor,
for orchard manoeuvrability and avoiding low branches, then 4wd is a big
asset) 
Petrol tractors are often cheaper but are not as fuel efficient and they don’t
provide the torque that a diesel tractor offers. For orchard use, a suitable sized
tractor would be between 30 to 50 horse power, anything bigger would be
overkill and getting too high for dodging the lower branches of walnut trees.
Anything smaller than 30 horsepower and mowing long grass becomes difficult
and lifting a spray unit or a walnut storage bin with forks becomes difficult. 
A safety frame or cab on the tractor is a hinderance with hitting low branches.
Safety frames are compulsory for tractors older than 1967 and if they weigh
between 2 tonnes and 4 tonnes. Generally tractors less than 50HP weigh less
than 2 tonnes. Orchard tractors are exempt from safety frames. Tractors are
top heavy vehicles and the risks of rolling one on sloping or uneven ground is



high. Tractor drivers chance of surviving a roll is low so it is important that care
is taken on uneven terrain.
Getting the exhaust pipe lowered to under the tractor will help you to avoid
hitting low branches . If you do get the exhaust lowered be aware that a stray
spark from the exhaust can cause dry grass to ignite. It is a good idea to attach
some fine gauze (whitebait net size) over the end of the exhaust to prevent
sparks.
So, what can one do with a tractor in a walnut orchard? Here are some of the
many uses. 
Hydraulics on a tractor is a great asset, especially if using a loader or similar
attachment. 

Mowing
A slasher or topping mower can be attached to the tree point linkage and the
power take off can make quick work of keeping your grass down. The bigger
the tractor the bigger the mower you can attach. Basically, a mower slightly
narrower than the tractor is a good guideline. On my 2.9 hectare orchard it
takes me 3 hours to mow the grass, if the grass is not too long. Obviously, you
are limited to how close to the tree and sprinkler you can safely get. 

Spraying
Using the three point linkage, an air blast sprayer can be attached on the back
of a tractor. A 50 HP tractor can carry a sprayer with a 400 litre tank. 

Harvesting
Tractors have a drawbar for attaching a trailer, useful for carting your harvested
walnuts in from the orchard.

Root Ripping on Shelter Trees
An implement designed to cut roots underground, called a ripper or a mole
plough, can be attached behind a tractor. My 50 HP tractor can easily cut roots
up to 50 cm below ground 2 metres out from the shelter trees. 
 
Lifting Walnut Storage Bins
Topmaq sell forks for about $350 that attach to the three point linkage and can
be useful for shifting storage bins. A forklift implement can also be attached to
the back of the tractor and the hydraulics are used to lift storage bins to a
reasonable height. Forks attached to a front end loader is another option for
lifting bins but the tractor must be big enough for the weight it’s going to carry.



Other non-orchard uses
Other implements that can be attached to a tractor are chippers for chipping
walnut prunings or other branches. Log splitters, grader blade, post hole borer,
water pump, rotary hoe, fertiliser spreader, and the list goes on.

How much ?
Tractors depending on their age and make can range from an older Massey
Ferguson, International or Ford for $4000 up to $12,000 a good used tractor
and around $20,000 for a small new tractor of suitable capabilities.
 
 

Promoting Our Walnuts At walnutsplease.nz

walnutsplease.nz is the website that NZWIG set up some years ago to promote
our New Zealand walnuts. It's a quiet achiever and to give you an idea of what's
happening in the last 7 days 41 people have used the Where to buy New
Zealand Walnuts page to find somewhere to buy walnuts.
Recently the SSL security certification of the site has been upgraded and that
will make Google like it better and should result in more clicks.
More content and changing content will attract clicks but it's not always easy to
find the material. We'd really appreciate a picture and a story that we can place
on the Orchard Stories page, or any other page.  By sending it in you'd be
helping more than you think to improve the popularity of the site and the



promotion of New Zealand walnuts. Send material to nelsonhubber@gmail.com

From The BBC - The Wood Wide Web

Is the lack of a Wood Wide Web the reason why some of our orchards
don't produce as well as they should?

In May the BBC reported that "Research has shown that beneath every forest
and wood there is a complex underground web of roots, fungi and bacteria
helping to connect trees and plants to one another." 
Knowing more about this might be the key to higher production, higher disease
resistance and better quality walnuts.

This is very interesting, see the BBC video and article here. 

Also see another interesting BBC Article. How Trees Talk To Each Other 



 

Making Money From Our Efforts
An Orchard Sized Perspective

Where can we sell our walnuts and make more money is a hot topic. When we
asked recently what would you like covered in the newsletter it was the only
topic that came up.

Produce More
Supposing you've got an outlet but the price you get paid doesn't seem to be
enough then the first thing to think about is how much you earn per hectare,
and how that could be improved. If you've got an orchard and the skills then the
easiest thing to do is work on improving the yield. Remember that Professor
David McNeil thinks that we should be able to produce 5000kg per hectare.
Most of us find that difficult to believe but if we were able to achieve this
amount of production then the profitability equation would change markedly.
Improving quality is also important to improving income. 

Sell Walnuts In Shell
There are examples of orchards that have developed a good market for in shell
nuts and some of these growers do well, selling their in shell nuts for from
$5.00 to $10.00 per kg. One orchard that we know of sells about six tonnes a
year for $10.00 a kg average. They have a well established clientele of regular
customers that has been established over a long period of time.
If you're a member of a club like a car or dog club then one good idea is to
invite members to your orchard to taste the nuts and experience the trees. Be
open about the fact that you have walnuts for sale and see if you can establish
customers who will buy them off you each year. 
If you sell at a market or online keep a data base of your clients and once or
twice a year send them a promotion and reminder to buy.
An area that's open for innovative ideas is how the nuts are presented.
Christmas packs, nut party packs or packs with several varieties may attract
buyers or shops to stock them.
Other growers sell nuts on TradeMe, at markets, through gate sales and to
Fruit and Vege shops but it's easy to see that this market could become
swamped. 



Cracked Walnuts
If you're thinking about selling cracked walnut kernel then your operation needs
to be more sophisticated and comply with The Food Health Act etc. The place
to start with this is to contact your council and talk to them about getting
certified approval. Your kitchen may be able to be certified if you're selling
directly to your customer and not wholesaling. If you don't comply with
regulations then you could be running the risk of expensive fines, especially if
your product causes a health problem. 
However if you want to go through all of this then it can be done and will enable
you to earn more for your product and be innovative in how you sell your
walnuts. 

Sussing Out Your Market
Don't just imagine you know who will buy your nuts. If you can see the
customers in your mind, (like members of a club that you're in), or they're your
work colleagues, or have met them at a market then you are more likely to be
successful.

Develop A New Walnut Based Product
Developing a new product could take lots of expertise, resources and involve
food health regulations etc but if you're up to it then you should think about it.
Pickled walnuts are another option to think about and a long shot could be to
investigate uses for catkins, they are valued in China as a medicinal remedy.
In our next newsletter we will talk about developing new products. 
 

Important New Equipment At Walnuts New Zealand
Co-Operative



Above, Buhler Sortex Biovision Type E.
This machine may look similar to any other piece of gear but it's the very
powerful computer and amazingly smart optics that matter. 

In recent months the Co-op has installed a very important machine for our
industry. Cracked walnuts present a complex sorting problem, it's never been
particularly economic to do this by hand and the mechanical solutions available
don't fully solve the problem. In New Zealand it's become increasingly difficult
to manually sort walnuts and pay the people doing the work a decent living
wage.  

A Game Changer
The smart sorter purchased by the co-operative solves these problems. It's a
game changer because it enables sophisticated sorting of walnuts and once
about 170 tonnes and above of annual production is consistently achieved the
costs of production will markedly decline and make margins bigger and the
product more competitive. 

Here are the main points about the equipment.

The smartest dedicated nut sorter available.
The only one in the Southern Hemisphere.
Reduces the need for additional mechanical sorters.
Can see and eject shapes, sizes, colours, textures and even small things
that people can't see.



Can process around 2.8 tonnes per hour.
Its main point of difference is powerful computing and smart optics. 
The machine is "taught" what to sort. This process takes a while but it can
be programmed for all kinds of sorting tasks. Both in-shell and cracked
kernel. 

Tremendous opportunity
Here's what Shane Mckenzie, The Co-operative's General Manager, has to say
about the machine." This new smart sorting technology offers tremendous
opportunity not only in providing both capacity and efficiencies in processing
but scope to expand what we do and we can’t wait to fully optimise it. It's even
better than I thought it would be".
 

Video of Buhler Smart Sorter operating at Walnuts New Zealand
Co-operative

Fulfilling The New Zealand Walnut Industry's
Promise.



Completing The Jigsaw - The Making Of Our Industry

How can our our industry fulfil the promise that it began with and what was that
promise anyway?

A key point is that in this article we are looking at walnut growing in New
Zealand as an industry, not a sideline interest. Though growing walnuts as a
hobby is entirely legitimate, it is not what this article is about.

The best kinds of businesses take people with them, engender enthusiasm and
give stakeholders prosperity, a sense of success and being part of something
good. This sense of wellbeing comes from profitability and sustainability. When
we set out to grow walnuts commercially we all expected that profit would come
sooner and more easily. There are a multitude of other benefits but profitability
is at the heart of the promise. 

So let's clear away the clutter and ask what are the stand out factors that need
addressing.

Number one, orchard productivity. 
If more can be produced with only a marginal increase in costs then everything



gets better. Money can flow to our pockets and if need be the crop can be sold
at competitive prices, which is one of the factors in increasing the market size.
Income should be measured per hectare, not per kilo of nuts. 

Is there potential to increase productivity?

As reported in this newsletter Lightfoot walnuts, our largest
producer, cropped 44 tonnes off 16 hectares in the 2018 season. This is
2750 kg per hectare.
Tim and Cherry Armitage's orchard at Eyreton produces 3,200 kg per
hectare. 
In our last newsletter we reported that the average production in
California in 2017 was 4410 kg per hectare. (Average over 141,600
hectares)
Professor David McNeil believes we should be able to produce 5000kg
per hectare. 

To give some simplified examples. At an arbitrary production rate of 3500kg per
hectare and an average sale price to a processor of $3.00 per kg the gross
income is $10,500.00 per hectare. At a production rate of 5000 kg per hectare
and the same sale price of $3.00 per kg the gross income is $15,000 per
hectare.

Some aspects of how to produce more per hectare are known to us and some
are not. It seems to be time for us to meet together and see if we can work
out a way to help our industry move forward on this matter. 

Details of Professor David McNeil's February 2019 seminar about increasing
production are available here. (The password required to access some of these
documents is McNeil)
 

Number Two, Achieving the promise - higher margin products made from
our walnuts.
Walnuts New Zealand Co-operative in Canterbury with its new Trickett's Grove
brand and Uncle Joe's from Blenheim are presenting New Zealand walnuts well
and no doubt this will increasingly result in price stable segments to sell our
walnuts into. 

However if we stay in the standard range of in-shell and kernel products we will



always be under competitive threat. Standard products like these cannot help
but be affected by international prices, over supply which occurred in the
international market last year, tight household incomes and increasing
production here in New Zealand are all factors in the game. From about August
last year demand in our own domestic market slowed and this shows that it's
quite sensitive to supply and demand fluctuations. 

It's true that the shift to plant based food puts us in the right segment but if we
want an accurate picture of what's actually happening in the international
market place for walnuts we have to take into account the new player. Chile has
risen from nothing to 170,000 tonnes of walnuts per year and these have to find
a home. The trade war pushing Californian product away from China and into
other markets like ours is also a factor. In coming years Californian production
is also expected to increase, as is production in Eastern European countries. In
Romania at present the government is paying landowners to plant walnut
trees. 

However a stand out feature of the international market right now is that
virtually all of the stocks are sold meaning that the lower prices of the past year
expanded the market quickly and that's good news. In the coming year it
expected that prices will rise. (Source of information Alpine Pacific Newsletter)

A very very important lesson to learn is that if it's obvious to us that walnuts
have got a future then everyone in the world with potential to produce them will
see that too, and most of them are bigger than us with lower cost structures.
What they do will affect us. 

Turning our walnuts into unique, niche, high margin products is the way to fulfil
the promise. This is a huge and somewhat difficult topic but we shouldn't shy
away from thinking and talking about it. I will continue on with this subject in the
next newsletter. 

A Good Example From The Dairy Industry
Tatua is an example of a NZ company that operates in high value niche
products in the dairy industry. This can be done with New Zealand walnuts as
well. See https://www.tatua.com

Number Three - A third factor in realising the dream is competitive low cost
processing and it's great to see that the Co-operative has been brave and
taken very significant action to remedy this problem with the introduction of their



new smart sorter. See article in this newsletter. 

Walnuts are a great crop with many benefits but we will
have to work hard and work together to realise
the full potential.

 

Your Committee

NZWIG committee from left to right. Russell Hurst (Inset left), Hugh Stevenson,
Nelson Hubber (back), Kaylene Fenton, Paul Visser (Chair), Ian Sheerin (Secretary),
Dave Malcolm (Events, Inset right)



Tell Me About Stuff - Nelson Hubber, Editor

Please send in pictures, stories, articles and your opinions, or ask for
topics to be covered.
We can publish serious articles and growers' information for you
at walnuts.org.nz
Send out notices to members for you about items for sale, events, etc.
We can feature short items and pictures from you in this newsletter.
Tell interesting tales in the "Orchard Stories" page of walnutsplease.nz
(This will build up internet traffic to our site and increase interest in walnuts).

And we can help sell your walnuts on "Where to buy NZ walnuts" (On

average over 20 people per day visit this walnutsplease.nz page)

This is the last newsletter until early 2020 as I will be putting the
time into upgrading our members' website www.walnuts.org.nz

NZ Walnuts Please Website
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